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Abstract The international spread of STS has reshaped the discipline in many ways,
pushing it from its original core focus on technoscience in Euro-America to embrace
new and wider agendas in other locations. For the practitioners of STS in East Asia, the
complex relations between geographical region and forms of knowledge in technos-
cience are ﬁrmly on the agenda, and they have conceptualized these in a range of
different and sometimes contradictory ways. The multiplicity of East Asian STS is also
reﬂexively refracted in different assumptions about the character and location of the
discipline in relation to other regional versions of STS. In what follows we simplify the
complexities of a large and sophisticated body of writing by exploring a double ques-
tion. On the one hand, we ask how scholars conceptualize the location of East Asian
technoscience in the world. And on the other, a related question, we consider how they
imagine the location of East Asian STS in relation to other forms of STS. We suggest
that it is possible to identify at least six distinct spatially related strategies for under-
standing knowledge and technoscience in the East Asian literatures. In this article, we
characterize these as diffusion, distortion, circulation, localizing, translation, and mis-
translation and argue that East Asian STSmay be understood as distinctive in the way it
collaborates with other forms of STS not only because it identiﬁes and characterizes
other and different East Asian empirical contexts, but also because it makes possible
the exploration of alternative and situated methodological approaches.
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Abstract STS 的跨國發展已對此學科產生許多影響,尤其是將其原本專注於歐美科
技的核心關懷,拓展到其他區域更廣泛的新議題。對東亞的 STS 學者來說,各種科技
的地理區位與知識形式間的複雜關連是長期的核心議題,並已發展出許多不同(甚至
彼此衝突的)方式概念化這些關連。其中,東亞 STS 的多樣性也高度反身性地表現在
各種界定此地 STS的特質及位置如何關連於其他區域的 STS版本的預設中。本文嘗試
以一個雙重問題概括眾多且複雜的既有討論。一方面,我們提問:學者們如何概念化東
亞科技在世界上的位置?另一方面,與此相關的問題是:這些學者如何想像東亞 STS
相對於其他形式 STS 的位置?由此,我們建議至少可以由我們稱之為:擴散、扭曲、循
環、地方化、轉變與誤譯的六種獨特的空間性策略,釐清東亞文獻中的知識與科技。藉
此,本文認為東亞 STS 在與其他形式 STS 的合作中之所以是獨特的,不單是因為它
指認並探索東亞的不同經驗脈絡,更因為它讓探索另類與在地方法論取徑成為可能。.
Keywords 東亞 ▪東亞 STS ▪單一世界的世界 ▪展演性 ▪轉變
1 Introduction
Though it started in Euro-America, the intervening ﬁfty years has seen the global
spread of STS and the creation of thriving national and regional communities including
the large and diverse area covered by this journal. Its international spread has reshaped
the discipline in many ways, pushing it from its original core focus on technoscience in
Euro-America to embrace agendas that include colonial and postcolonial asymmetries;
the character of regional, national, and local technoscientiﬁc practices; and an increased
concern with the importance of space and place in the ordering of science and tech-
nology. Though it has been argued that it is impossible to write Asian grounded theory
(Dutton 2002), the authors who publish in EASTS have explored the possible character
of an East Asian STS, asked how it might be distinctive, considered the relations
between East Asian STS and East Asian Studies, and critically examined how STS
in East Asia might best relate theoretically and substantively to Euro-American STS
(Fan 2007; Fu 2007; Chen 2008; Anderson 2009b; Tsukahara 2009; Chen 2012; Fan
2012).
In considering how to put “knowledge in its place” (Livingstone 2004; Seth 2009),
some have traced how empires or other forms of asymmetrical global connection
impose spatial and temporal frames to generate distinctions between the “local” and
the global (Redﬁeld 2002: 793). In addition, many have warned against essentializing
spatial and cultural difference and stressed the importance of contingency and the need
to explore epistemic violence to reveal “the heterogeneous, haunted, uneven terrain
of contemporary power relations”(Anderson 2009b: 169). Sandra Harding (2008) has
similarly argued the need to problematize “northern science studies” and the power
relations within technoscience and pressed for multiculturalism and the importance of
studies from the periphery.
The complex relations between geography and forms of knowledge in technos-
cience are therefore ﬁrmly on the agenda. STS practitioners, including those working
in East Asia have conceptualized those complexities in a range of different and some-
times contradictory ways, and that multiplicity is also refracted in different assump-
tions about the character and location of East Asian technoscience (Abraham 2006).
At the same time, it is sometimes difﬁcult to conceptualize these differences clearly
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because the issues are also reﬂexive. How we think about the place of technoscience in
the world cannot be easily disentangled from how we conceive of the institutional and
epistemological relations between different forms of STS. To illustrate the point starkly
(we will nuance this below), those who imagine science and technology to be puta-
tively universal tend to be similarly committed to the idea that a single STS is appro-
priate to both, say, Taipei and Toronto, whereas those who emphasize the importance of
cultural difference in technoscience are more likely to argue that STS itself both is and
should be culturally multiple.
The argument, then, is that how we practice STS is reﬂexively related to how we
imagine our objects of study and their knowledge practices, and each of these is in turn
tied to what are taken to be appropriate institutional arrangements. But the argument
can be extended to include what there is in the world—that is, ontology. Here the
suggestion is that different knowledge practices (help to) enact different objects or
realities because practices are performative (Mol 2002; Law 2011). The argument is
thus that practices generate worlds, so different practices generate different worlds, a
proposal that also has important potential implications for East Asia and its STS. To
illustrate, an STS committed to scientiﬁc, technical, and social science universalism
will both emphasize the putative generality of science and technology and enact that
universality in its own STS practices. That is, it will work in and help to generate what
we might think of as a “one-world world” (Law 2015). By contrast, an STS committed
to epistemological and ontological difference will both tend to discover these in the
knowing practices it explores and enact these in its version of STS. Our suggestion is
thus that whatever their virtues, these alternative epistemic, institutional, and ontolog-
ical commitments also generate different versions of space. The implication is that
these locate technoscience in different ways within different versions of the world. This
applies generally (for instance in Euro-America), but in what follows we focus on East
Asia, and explore what we take to be six distinct spatially relevant strategies at work in
East Asia—modes of knowing what we call diffusion, distortion, circulation, local-
izing, translation, andmistranslation. The importance of this is that it suggests a range
of ways for imagining the character of collaboration between East Asian and other
forms of STS, including those of Euro-America. In particular, it suggests that such
collaborations might attend not only to important empirical differences between East
Asian and other forms of technoscience, but also to the different forms of method at
work within technoscience and STS.
Now the health warnings. First, to talk of “East Asian” STS is already to take too
much for granted both conceptually and geographically.We are uneasily aware that this
is often unsatisfactory, but have found that the use of aggregating geographical and
conceptual terms cannot be entirely avoided (Law and Lin 2017a, 2017b). Second,
since there are many alternative ways of classifying East Asian STS, we make no
special claim for our spatial focus, and alternatives can be easily imagined. Third, STS
case studies often, perhaps usually, combine several spatial strategies, so these may be
understood as a set of ideal types rather than a direct characterization of particular
interventions. And fourth, we have sought so far as possible to be even-handed. Our
concern has been to ﬁnd a way of distinguishing different modes of practice and
collaboration rather than offering a comprehensive survey or recommending any par-
ticular approach, and we take it that methodological and theoretical diversity are
desirable. At the same time, and to state the obvious, we necessarily come to the
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topic with our own conceptual bag and baggage. This is not, and neither could it be, a
neutral survey of the spaces of East Asian STS.
2 Diffusion
On July 8, 1853, American Commodore Matthew Perry led his four ships into
the harbor at Tokyo Bay, seeking to re-establish for the ﬁrst time in over 200
years regular trade and discourse between Japan and the western world. . . .
Although Japan opened its ports to modern trade only reluctantly, once it did,
it took advantage of the new access to modern technological developments.
Japan’s opening to the West enabled it to modernize its military, and to rise
quickly to the position of the most formidable Asian power in the Paciﬁc. (Ofﬁce
of the Historian 2015)
This comes from the US Department of State’s website, under the heading “MILE-
STONES: 1830–1860,” and it is one of many that appear on those web pages. These
are linear histories about progress, centers, peripheries, leaders, and laggards. Such
stories take many forms, but in one variant they argue that modern industrialization
started in Britain, which subsequently ceded its premier place to the United States.
Then Japan turned itself into an industrial superpower, while perhaps China will be the
next. It adds that smaller countries such as Taiwan and Korea similarly struggle to
move forward.
Linear and/or progressive histories of this kind are widespread. George Basalla
(1967) famously argued that modern science diffused from a “Western core” to the
“non-Western periphery” in three overlapping stages in which colonies were ﬁrst a
resource for European scientiﬁc expeditions before adopting Western institutions and
traditions, and ﬁnally creating local independent national science. And historian Mor-
ris Low (1989: 323) carefully reveals how the dominant discourses of Japanese
national and technoscience similarly reproduce linear time together with the centers
and peripheries that gowith this. Examples include a “butterﬂies and frigates” narrative
in which Japan was regenerated after Perry’s visit, rapidly transforming itself into a
threatening military power, a narrative that exoticizes Japan, a “teacher and pupil”
story in which Japan continues to need to learn from the West, and a narrative about
Japan as “unique imitator” in which the Japanese are taken to lack original creativity.
Linear histories come in many more or less sophisticated forms, but they share the
assumption that nations are located in a single global space and arrayed on a single
progressive economic and technoscientiﬁc temporal continuum. Japan or Korea may
be laggards in the chase after development, modernization, progress, or indeed civi-
lization, or they may be catching up, and, as we noted above, perhaps in due course
China will take the lead. But they all build on the assumption that we live in a “one-
world world” (Chakrabarty 2011; Law 2015), and at least up until the present it has
usually been Euro-America that sets the target and acts as yardstick for that world. In
the race for development, the moral is clear: if you work harder and learn more quickly
you may become the next Asian tiger (Amsden 2001) or giant (Amsden 1989; Berger
and Lester 2005). If you don’t you will lag behind (Amsden and Chu 2003; Wang
2010). Though few STS scholars would adopt a simple version of this diffusionmodel,
some have critically noted the pattern of Euro-American inﬂuence on East Asian STS
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as a (novel) form of that subordinate discipline, area studies (Nakajima 2007; Anderson
2009b; Fu 2013). More speciﬁcally, Dung-Sheng Chen (2015) has made an important
argument about the performative implications for STS in the context of Taiwanese
industrial studies. His warning is that research practices that focus on diffusion, follow-
ing, and catching up generate normative diffusionist realities and agendas; overlook
local strengths and speciﬁcities; and discourage industrial and research innovation.
We will return to Chen’s suggestion later. The message for now is clear: if practices
generate worlds, then diffusionist knowing practices generate a one-world world in
which East Asian countries that are said to be lagging behind are supposed to catch up.
This is an argument with important potential implications for East Asia and its STS.
Diffusion. Here the world is understood and enacted as a single space. Knowledges,
competences, and institutional forms spread out from the center, so there are global and
historical leaders and laggards, while the East Asian problem has historically been how to
catch up. The diagnosis of leaders and laggards and strategic concerns about how to move
forward thus deﬁne a crucial context for STS work, but this progress narrative is also
enacted in STS itself. Since in this way of thinking its own scholarship is part of a single
STS world, here the concern is, can East Asian STS catch up with the presumptive Euro-
American leaders? Howmight it do so? Does it need to modernize its academic structures
so that its scholars are better able to compete with Euro-America? And/or has this already
happened?
3 Distortion
If diffusion is the ﬁrst explanatory pattern, distortion counts as a second. Consider, for
instance, the story of Radio Company of America (RCA) in Taiwan (Asia Monitor
Resource Centre 2015). This company was accused of dumping carcinogenic toxic
chemicals into groundwater starting in the 1970s. After a long delay, court proceedings
were initiated in 1994 but a verdict was only reached in 2015, two decades during
which hundreds died of cancer (Chen 2016).
My wife started to work in the RCA factory soon after she graduated from high
school (for 11 years). . . . It was during the period that wewitnessed the take-off of
Taiwan’s economic miracle. . . . She sacriﬁced her most precious youth to a soci-
ety that exploited her while she was still capable of contributing, but then totally
forgot her and deemed her useless. RCA deny any negligence or wrongdoing, and
said it has never made its workers use groundwater. The Council of Labour Affairs
was reluctant to identify the whole situation as a vocational disaster. . . . Nobody
would recognize my wife’s contribution to Taiwan’s economy. My wife and
daughter’s sacriﬁces are totally irrelevant in today’s world. (Ku 2006: 181–82)
In this second picture, technoscience also operates within a single global space,
but now this is exploitative because it distorts the lives of those who live and work
on the periphery (Harding 2008).1 The companies are looking for cheap but capable
1 There is a further hidden gender politics around establishing scientiﬁc links between the cancer of female
workers and the company’s pollution (Lin 2006).
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workforces and lax environmental and health regulations (Smith, Sonnenfeld, and
Pellow 2006), and they collude with governments that may be technocratic and are
sometimes corrupt because those governments want to take advantage of compressed
modernization (Abraham 2006; Greene 2008; Amir 2013; Bak 2014; Chang 2014;
Quet and Noel 2014). The result of this interweaving of global and local power is
exploitation, suffering, and a division of labor in which innovation and design come
from Euro-America, manufacture and assembling are done in Latin America and East
Asia, and e-Waste goes to Africa (Smith, Sonnenfeld, and Pellow 2006; BASEL Con-
vention 2015).
Such accounts of distortion may be Marxist inspired, distinguishing between core,
semiperiphery, and periphery; between the developed, developing, and underdevel-
oped worlds; or between the ﬁrst and third worlds (Cardoso and Faletto 1979; Galeano
1997 [1973]; Wallerstein 2004). But distortion is also epistemic. Here the argument is
that the diffusion of homogeneous Eurocentric knowledge is itself a form of hegemonic
domination that needs to be resisted. This argument has been vigorously made in Latin
America, for instance by Arturo Escobar, who shifts the origins of modernity from the
European Enlightenment to the conquest of America, arguing that it was colonialism
and the capitalist world system that constituted modernity, and that the latter works in
part by subordinating non-European knowledges. In this way of thinking Eurocentrism
is modernity/coloniality in epistemic form, a hegemonic mode of knowing that claims
universality by confusing “abstract universality . . . [with] the concrete world hege-
mony derived from Europe’s position as center” (Escobar 2008: 167–68).
As Pheng Cheah (2001) notes, one version of this distortion takes the form of an
irreducible Asia that is rendered particular by the assumed universalism of Western
conceptual and methodological structures. More speciﬁcally, many have explored East
Asia’s subordination in terms of dominatory global dynamics, though the region also
has local speciﬁcities including Japanese imperialism, a topic in need of further STS
exploration (Clancey 2007; Fu 2013). However, it is clear that the dynamics of Jap-
anese imperialism helped to shape modern scientiﬁc networks in East Asia (Boum-
soung Kim 2007; Setoguchi 2007; Zaiki and Tsukahara 2007; Liu 2008). Applied to
our own discipline, epistemic distortion implies the need to resist hegemonic forms of
(Euro-American) STS in favor of forms of knowledge that grow from underprivileged
standpoints (Harding 2016). In this way of thinking, theories of diffusion are thus
power-saturated misunderstandings of reality, though any theoretical approach origi-
nating in Euro-America is in need of critical scrutiny. An East Asian STS inspired by
distortion is thus one that is sensitive to the political, economic, and epistemic agendas
that comewith a hegemonic one-world world, and its task is to detect, characterize, and
resist this exploitation and to articulate counter-hegemonic forms of analysis.
Distortion. As with diffusion, the world is a single space, a one-world world, with a center
and a periphery, but distortion attends to the dark side of this divide, treating the global as
a space of exploitation. In East Asia, technoscience has inﬂicted damage to the economic,
ecological, and/or personal well-being of those at the periphery, while proﬁting the Euro-
American center. It has also sought to monopolize the available conceptual space, insist-
ing that its forms of knowing are general. An East Asian STS is one that explores these
processes of subordination, distortion, and exploitation both in technoscience and in its
own ways of knowing.
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4 Circulation
Diffusion and distortion assume that we live in a single world with a center and a
periphery, though they imagine the relations between these differently. A third approach,
which we will call circulation, similarly thinks in terms of a one-world world, but
understands this as being made of relations of mutual dependence. Latour (1988: 140)
tells us that “to follow the transformation of a society by science, wemust look not in the
home country but in the colonies”; David Livingstone (2004) similarly notes that tech-
noscience is not simply Euro-American, but distributed and relational; while Warwick
Anderson (2006; 2008) talks of interlocal conﬁgurations. These are all characterizations
of circulation. As an example, consider Patrick Manson’s work on parasitology.2
Originally a practicing physician in Taiwan, Manson started to work on tropical
medicine, moved to Xiamen, China, and began to work on ﬁlarial research.
Treating elephantiasis, he hypothesized that mosquitoes were disease vectors,
and with the help of local Chinese assistants went on to demonstrate this by
drawing on local clinical, social, textual, and material resources and using his
assistants’ skills to dissect mosquitoes. Returning to England, he proposed mos-
quitoes as the vector for malaria, but had no way of demonstrating this until 1894
when he met Ronald Ross. At ﬁrst the encounter was awkward. Manson had the
laboratory techniques needed to test the theory but no access to clinical cases.
Conversely, though Ross had access to clinical materials in India, he did not have
the necessary techniques, and he also had his own rival theory. However, a long-
distance collaboration grew up between them. Ross learned the appropriate
techniques fromManson and gathered clinical materials and observations, send-
ing ﬁndings and specimens to Manson from Indian rural hospitals. Manson in
return offered Ross theoretical advice, sent him the latest publications, helped to
promote the latter’s ﬁndings, and organized English research support. Finally
their collaboration was to verify the mosquito vector theory.
Despite the problematic division of labor between non-Western data collection and
Western theorization (Heryanto 2016), circulation takes place within a global one-
world world, but in this way of thinking it is formed in the multisited and situated
crafting of practices and links between those practices (Blok 2013) in which all,
including so-called latecomers, are necessary and active participants. We are in a world
of trading zones (Galison 1997), networks, associations, gift exchanges, or assem-
blages, in which technoscience is being generated in distributed webs (Strathern 1991;
Latour 2005; Ong and Collier 2005; Anderson 2008). The STS focus is therefore on
multisited histories of science as it tracks the trafﬁc in objects, people, value, and
resources within and between locations. As Anderson (2000: 736) observes: “If we
are especially fortunate, these histories will creatively complicate conventional dis-
tinctions between center and periphery, modern and traditional, dominant and subor-
dinate, civilized and primitive, global and local.”
It is, therefore, a misunderstanding to say that tropical (malarial) medicine started in
England, while India and Taiwan were its beneﬁciaries. Instead it was the different
2 We draw our account from Shang-Jen Li (2012).
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local arrangements together with the long distance but reciprocal forms of circulation
between sites in these different countries that eventually led to success.
So what does this imply for East Asia? One answer is that East Asia as a whole is
unlikely to be the appropriate unit of analysis. Instead it becomes important to trace
speciﬁc technoscientiﬁc trajectories case by case by exploring local settings and the
webs that link these together (Fu 2005; Setoguchi 2007; Liu 2008;Mohácsi andMorita
2013). The object is to reveal the geopolitics of internationally contingent microphys-
ics (James Lin 2015; Sabharwal and Varma 2015), together with the contingencies that
generate local differences (Kim and Park 2015; Tzung-De Lin 2015). The focus is thus
on co-constitution, and there are also many instances of such studies in the literatures
on East Asian high-tech industry. For instance some have argued that the dramatic
pace of Euro-American and Japanese laboratory innovation is related to East Asian
manufacturing capability (Amsden 1989; Berger and Lester 2005).
In this way of thinking, circulation, technoscience, and its institutions become an
intersecting and co-constituting patchwork, but if we start to think reﬂexively then STS
begins to adopt a similar shape. Particular East Asian and Euro-American STS prac-
tices work together within a one-world world. At the same time, East Asian STS does
not lag behind because there are no centers or peripheries. Instead there are relations of
mutual dependence in which different sites work in different ways and speciﬁc mate-
rials, people, and ﬁndings circulate between equally speciﬁc locations. For scholars in
East Asian STS it thus becomes important to explore what they have to offer to prac-
titioners in other locations, and how they might innovate as part of a process of inter-
national division of intellectual labor. This, then, is an STS that comes to value its
internal epistemic, institutional, and geographical heterogeneity.
Circulation. Here again we are in a one-word world, but the emphasis is on an intellectual
division of labor that erodes center-periphery distinctions in favor of speciﬁc relations of
reciprocity. East Asian sites of practices are like pieces in a jigsaw puzzle or locations in a
network that together make possible the interrelated world of technoscience. The role of
STS is thus to understand this division of labor, to articulate the forms of circulation that this
implies, and to explore possiblymore productive ways ofmaking connections. Reﬂexively
applied to itself, particular sites of practice in East Asian STS become part of a productive
global division of labor. East Asian STS practices have their own important and distinc-
tive place within the networks of STS, and it is important both to identify and craft these,
and to understand how they might best relate to STS practices in other global locations.
5 Localizing
Diffusion, distortion, and circulation are very different, but they all assume a common
world and explore the technoscientiﬁc problems and possible solutions relevant to that
world. As a part of this, they assume that good knowledge (whether in technoscience
or STS) is location-independent: that what counts as validity does not vary between
places. In the three approaches to STS that we will now explore, these assumptions
are progressively eroded. Epistemological, institutional, and ontological differences
start to appear while a “one-world world” disappears. We start with localizing, which
insists on the signiﬁcance of epistemological and institutional differences between
different locations.
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What is the strategy? The answer is that this way of thinking redeﬁnes Western
universality as a particular case of the local in which each local is different. Though
this does not necessarily follow, it is also sometimes argued that each counts as a part of
the universal (Cheah 2001). Examples within STS include Anderson’s (2008) account
of kuru. This shows how scientists became inextricably entangled with local ideas
about reciprocity, menstruation, propitiation, and identity, while some objects of sci-
entiﬁc interest were inalienably local and could not be moved beyond the Fore peo-
ple (Anderson 2000). In other cases scholars have argued that East Asian bioethics is
untransportable because it is Confucian (Fan 2002; Tsai 2005; Rasmussen 2010), a
factor that has been argued by some to be important in shaping East Asian industrial
and technoscientiﬁc development (Berger 1992). And in a structurally similar mode,
Linsu Kim (1997) has insisted on the importance of the han psyche for motivating
South Korea to shift from imitation to innovation in technoscience. Kim’s account
combines a neo-Confucian inﬂected context of repression with the Korean experience
of Japanese invasion and occupation:
The Korean word han, . . . means “resentment or grudge.” . . . Culturally, . . .
children . . . , employees . . . , and people in . . . society are required not only
to repress feelings of anger and frustration toward their fathers, superiors, and
rulers, but also to maintain a properly respectful attitude toward them regardless
of provocation.
On the other hand, . . . Koreans with han psyche have an intense need to
excel in all aspects of life to win approval from their superiors. That is, han is a
source of energy that drives Koreans to work with a kind of frenzy, to be tena-
cious, to sacriﬁce themselves for the betterment of their families and country.
(Kim 1997: 70)3
While it is important to avoid orientalism, what concerns us here is not the role of
culture per se, but rather the claim that cultures cannot be translated. A famous case is
the creation of Japaneseness in Ruth Benedict’s The Chrysanthemum and the Sword
(1946). In this book Benedict collapsed materials from past and present to distinguish,
as the title of the book suggests, between the “chrysanthemum” and the “sword,”
treating these as timeless Japanese cultural values (Robertson 2007). Popular in Amer-
ica, her work also had a huge impact in Japan and on its national reinvention of its
ethnic and cultural distinctiveness in versions of Nihonjinron (theories of Japanese-
ness) and exoticism (Doak 1996; Morris-Suzuki 1998), and her inﬂuence remains
important in the contemporary transnational Human Genome Project (Fujimura 2000:
83–84). Thus, Joan Fujimura, having argued that “essential Japaneseness” and its ana-
logues are cultural inventions in “speciﬁc practices located in speciﬁc space and time,”
adds that in genomic science, “scientiﬁc objects, technologies, and practices are both
producers of society and culture and products of culture and society” (Fujimura 2000:
83–84). And Wen-hua Kuo makes a similar argument about the international har-
monization of pharmaceutical regulations, noting that while the issue of race is hotly
debated, what is “at stake is not race per se but its social representations, cultural
transformations, and global circulation. Science, in this sense, is not the ultimate means
3 Others make similar arguments. See, for instance Kim 2008; Nakayama 2012; and Kim 2014.
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for racial integration but an arena in which racial tropes travel and interact” (Kuo 2016,
author’s translation).
The issue here is localized explanatory validity. In this way of thinking, though there
are exchanges between cultures, no overall shared view is possible. This means that
separate locations are irreducibly different both geographically and epistemologically—
a position symbolized by so-called reassembled cars that change shape as they adapt
themselves to a wide range of situations frommountain trails to offshore work (Chung-
Hsi Lin 2009). Here the epistemic one-world world has disappeared, and the same is
also reﬂexively happening for STS, where locally practiced cultural frameworks
become essentially different and mutually irreducible. While boundaries of the East
Asian “local” might vary from the pre-nineteenth-century Chinese empire, through
pre-1945 Japanese imperialism, the conﬁgurations of Cold War politics, or recent
regional coalitions to varying forms of indigeneity (Hwang, Wang, and Huang 2010;
Sun 2011; Ge 2011; Wang 2015), the crucial point is always the same: different ver-
sions of STS and different criteria of STS validity are appropriate to different locations.
In this way of thinking, East Asia therefore becomes a heterogeneous patchwork of
locally valid but irreducibly different forms of framing. It also becomes a space of
contestation as it resists forms of explanation appropriate to Euro-American STS. To
talk of “East Asian STS” is thus to explore its noncoherent multidimensionality rather
than to seek an overall explanatory framework.
Localizing. Here the one-world world has been eroded and no longer counts as a single
epistemological space. Instead there is insistence on the epistemological and institutional
speciﬁcity of local ways of knowing. While the “abstract universality” of hegemonic
knowing is relocated to its proper place—that is to Euro-America (Escobar 2008)—East
Asia is not necessarily part of any general global scheme. The world is made of separate
cultures, practices, and institutional forms, each with its own criteria of validity, and those
appropriate to one location are not relevant in others. There is not even an East Asia per se.
This suggests that the role for STS is to articulate and perhaps to champion local forms
of validity. By implication, and applied to itself, STS starts to fragment because what
becomes important is the exploration and articulation of appropriate local forms of validity
for different STS practices.
6 Translation
But are differences really irreconcilable? Does the world necessarily dissolve into a set
of irreducibly different epistemological patches? Does East Asia end up in—or as—an
endless differentiation of difference? The ﬁnal two STS approaches that we want to
characterize recognize and wrestle with difference by noting that practices in both
technoscience and STS reach out to intersect one another. This they have in common
with circulation, but unlike the latter they assume not only epistemological and insti-
tutional, but also ontological, difference.
In STS the ﬁrst of these, translation, is most closely associated with actor-network
theory. Drawing on the work of Michel Serres (1974), actor-network theory (ANT)
argues that actors precariously incorporate other actors by translating the latter. In
everyday English, translation implies equivalence: a word in one language means the
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same as a word in another. However the argument is also that there is never total
equivalence, and in ANT translation becomes a metaphor for incorporating something
(a word, an object, a subject, a ﬁnding, a version of reality) in the attempt to build a
different word, object, subject, ﬁnding, or reality. But such incorporation only works
because it misunderstands, ignores, or distorts whatever it is translating. And this is
also a way of emphasizing insecurity, since whatever is translated may rebel by resum-
ing its original form. Translation, then, is a method that is sensitive to the precarious
processes of misrecognizing and suppressing difference for the purpose of strategic
assimilation (Callon 1986).
Early ANTexcelled at studies of strategic growth involving European long distance
(and sometimes imperialist) control (Law 1986; Latour 1988) in which technologies,
natural forces, people, and texts were all (mis)translated for European strategic ends.
But there have also been many case studies of East Asian translation. Take the case of
medical guidelines (Wen-yuan Lin 2012):
In 2003 clinical guidelines for diagnosing chronic kidney disease (CKD) and a
formula for measuring the deterioration of kidney function were introduced in
Taiwan. The experience of “advanced” countries and “world-leading” scholar-
ship was mobilized in support of this transformation. For instance, the “advanced”
US formula was used in a Taiwanese epidemiological survey and published by
the Lancet, an “internationally leading” journal in 2008. The result was a widely
promoted claim that at 11.93% the incidence of chronic kidney disease was so
high that there was an immediate urgent need to create a national prevention
program. However, what was not noted was that the formula and its variables
were developed for American populations. International physiological differ-
ences meant that the global community of nephrologists was in debate about the
utility of the formula, with the US team that created it indeed still tinkering with
the measure. Neither did its local proponents mention that the guidelines had not
been adopted as US national policy, that other countries had adapted the formula
using local data, and that the widely cited Lancet paper was controversial.
More generally, though clinical guidelines are often transferred between countries,
differences between areas, standards, and forms of knowledge are usually explored as
a part of that process (Ong and Collier 2005). Indeed, the CKD case is a particularly
instrumental example of translation: it is a (misleading?) claim that events, processes,
and objects in one place are equivalent to those in another. Using this case, Chen (2015)
undoes diffusionist STS Taiwanese industrial studies (we touched on this earlier) using
similar tactics to argue that local practices are speciﬁc. Here he draws on Wen-yuan
Lin’s (2013, 2014) reworking of ANTand medicalization theory. As we have seen, Lin
argues that Taiwan is not a “latecomer,” but that its medical and policy entrepreneurs
use this status to manipulate local debates. Using this argument, Chen suggests that if
we make use of Western dominated STS approaches without being aware that we are
doing so, then the unintended consequence is that “local” (for instance Taiwanese)
cases become special and exceptional. Here, then, a reﬂexive use of knowing as
translation reveals the hidden and performative ontological implications of epistemo-
logical circulation and localizing.
East Asian speciﬁcity is therefore constantly made and remade in translation, and
there are many cases of this in East Asian history and other disciplines close to STS.
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Rur-bin Yang (2014) shows how “things” in the traditional Chinese world were turned
into modern “materials,” within physics, while the Western disciplinary term physics
was translated by Japanese into the Chinese characters物理 (wù lǐ; principles of things,
hereafter wuli) in the nineteenth century before being adopted by the Chinese them-
selves. And analogous arguments have been made about the translation of terms such
as ethics into Chinese 倫理 (lún lǐ; principles of human order), and the translation of
the psy-disciplines into Chinese, which was entangled with the desire to emulate the
national success of the Japanese Meiji restoration (Platt 2007; Liu 2011). And, a ﬁnal
example, Michael Keevak (2011) probes the historical construction of the idea that
East Asians are yellow.Originally classiﬁed aswhite byWesterners (thosewho could be
converted to Christianity qualiﬁed as white), Asians became yellow in the eighteenth
century with the scientiﬁc taxonomies of Carl Linnaeus and Johann Friedrich Blumen-
bach, which were standardized in the emerging medical and anthropological measure-
ments of human skin color and “Mongolism” of the nineteenth century and subse-
quently popularized in “yellow peril” discourses of the early twentieth century.
In this way of thinking, East Asia becomes a precarious and less than perfect process
of literal and metaphorical translation. Terms, objects, and that which is “local” are all
betrayed by being partially shorn of their signiﬁcance as they are moved from their
place of origin, reshaped, and incorporated into other practices. All this implies that
epistemologies, institutions, and ontologies (or realities) are made different or similar
in a range of different ways. A focus on translation thus adds a twist to—indeed it
dissolves—the one-world world of diffusion, distortion, and circulation and the mod-
iﬁed expression of this in localizing. It highlights the methodologically performative
character of translation because what there is in the word is also being enacted (Law
2004). This means that it differs from circulation, both because it assumes ontological
difference that then has to be translated into a communicable order, but also because in
translation practices overlap in a weave as they borrow from one another.
What does this imply for East Asian STS? One response is that if the latter has
translated Euro-American STS both literally and methodologically into local forms of
practice, then there is need to explore the resulting variations case by case: East Asian
STS is not, nor will it ever be, a single entity. A second response is that as we become
reﬂexively aware of the practices in those translations, it should also become possible
to explore the ways in which the sensibilities, identities, and realities that inform these
are made and remade. This is because translation is uncertain and works in different
ways in different locations. Unlike diffusion and localizing, it leads neither to homo-
geneity nor to heterogeneity. And a third is that since practices are performative—they
help to generate the realities that they describe—East Asian STS practitioners will need
to reﬂect on the worlds and the realities that the discipline is—or should be—enacting.
Here there lie important potential postcolonial possibilities.
Translation. As with localizing, the idea that the world is a single space is washed away to
be replaced by a world—or worlds—of irreducible difference. However, since translation
is about the attempted incorporation of other objects and meanings, these worlds also
overlap. To translate and assemble is also to reshape whatever is being assembled in the
enactment of more or less precarious realities. Here, then, difference and sameness are
epistemological, institutional, and ontological.How to make East Asia real—how to real-
ize it—is also at stake. East Asian technoscience practices therefore relate to, but also
depart from, those of Euro-America. There are locally speciﬁc attempts to assemble
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fragile but workable practices that will hold together for contingent purposes. One of the
tasks of East Asian STS thus becomes to reﬂect on its Euro-American lineage, and then to
craft practices that reﬂect and enact alternative East Asian–relevant realities. It will be
important to relate to, collaborate with, and incorporate elements from other forms of STS
and other STS strategies without either mimicking these, or seeking to eliminate geo-
graphical and conceptual difference.
7 Mistranslation
In localizing, forms of knowledge are situated and speciﬁc, and in translation as
knowledges and objects move they overwrite and rework whatever they translate.
We have by nowmoved far from the one-world world assumed by diffusion, distortion,
and circulation. In the heterogeneous worlds of translation, forms of knowledge, insti-
tutions, and realities are all enacted differently in different locations. The struggle is to
incorporate difference by translating and so subduing it. But if translation is one
strategy for handling heterogeneity, an alternative possibility also suggests itself—
that of mistranslation. Unlike translation, this works by making differences explicit. It
notes that there is no such thing as a perfect translation. But then it ponders the merits,
or otherwise, of particularmistranslations. So here is the issue: Should we mistranslate
whatever we might want to incorporate, and so assimilate it to our own reality? Such is
the logic of translation. Or should we instead mistranslate our own practices and allow
these to change as they intersect with others? This is mistranslation.
In practice the two are probably most often melded together in most practices.
Consider Sean Hsiang-Lin Lei’s (2014) analysis of the encounter between Chinese
Medicine and biomedicine.
Chinese medicine (CM) and biomedicine coexisted from the late nineteenth
century in the Qing dynasty without directly competing with one other. How-
ever, in the search for national survival in the early 20th century Republican
China embracedWestern science and technology. In 1929 the government sought
to abolish CM. CM practitioners responded by creating the National Medicine
Movement. This pressed professional CM interests and its institutional infra-
structure, and sought government recognition that had previously been granted
only toWesternmedicine. As part of this CMpractitioners tried to ally themselves
with the state in an attempt to turn CM into a “national medicine” and started to
embrace the discourses of modernity and the standards of biomedicine. This led
to a radical transformation in CM theory, practice, pedagogy, and social net-
works. CM was subsequently criticized for turning itself into a hybrid that was
“neither horse nor donkey.”At the same time, it was the historical contingency of
these struggles that paved the way for the later full-scale creation of standardized
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) in 1950s’ Communist China.4
4 Though we cannot do justice to this here, Lei’s story is both empirically sophisticated and theoretically
challenging. One of his major points is that the entangled trajectory of CM’s modernization converges with
Latourian (1993) “nonmodern” hybridity.
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Lei’s study suggests that the modernization and scientization of CM neither dis-
carded tradition nor reduced CM to biomedicine, but productively reinvented CM as
a hybrid set of practices. The study is also reﬂexive because Lei frames his study in
similar terms, drawing on a contingent mix of traditional intellectual practices and
modern academic categories. In other words, like the CM that it describes, his account
is also hybrid. Others in or close to STS (Lei 1999; Scheid 2002; Kim 2006; Jongyoung
Kim 2007; Zhan 2009; Ma and Lynch 2014), like the practitioners who mobilized
“national medicine” while adapting to biomedical standards, have also made explicit
use of mistranslation (Law and Lin 2017a). The issues, then, are what to mistranslate?
What to betray? What kind of framing to assemble? Which kinds of realities to enact?
And how?5
There are large anthropological literatures on mistranslation. For instance, Eduardo
Vivieros de Castro talks of translation as equivocation. (To equivocate is to use a single
term, a homonym, to describe different objects.) He deﬁnes “controlled equivocation”
as the attempt to make explicit whatever is being lost in translation. At his hands a good
translation is one that betrays the destination language rather than the source language.
What is important is to decide what and how to (mis)describe and (mis)theorize such
that “alien concepts . . . deform and subvert the translator’s conceptual toolbox so that
the intentio of the original language can be expressed within the new one” (2004: 4).
This is a radical position, but explicit mistranslation has also been explored in East
Asian contexts including CM. Thus Volker Scheid (2002) uses STS language (Pick-
ering 1995) to describe CM practices, noting that such binary distinctions as human
versus nonhuman, nature versus culture, and ontology as opposed to epistemology are
all absent in CM. He also shows that CM differs from biomedicine because its clinical
practice takes the form of subtle manipulation by reading the direction of movement of
disease propensities rather than attending to the disease itself (Scheid 2008).
Mei Zhan (2009) also mistranslates anthropology and STS, arguing that CM works
by hybridizing rather than purifying, and that experimental science and biomedical
theories undermine CM’s epistemic legitimacy by turning these into “experiential med-
icine.” She adds that if CM cannot be fully accounted for by bioscience, STS, and
anthropology, then this tells us that relativism has not gone far enough. Thus, experiential
CM unsettles the relations between empirical and conceptual, concrete and abstract, and
contingent and universal, but if (as she puts it) we treat “experiential CM as conceptual,”
then it becomes possible to analyze the speciﬁc, the contingent, and the experiential in
ways that work by metaphor and analogy rather than deduction and induction (Zhan
2014: 241). Here, then, in using CM as method, anthropology and STS are being
mistranslated into the categories of CM. And we (Lin and Law 2014) have similarly
explored CM’s correlative mode to reimagine an STS of CM, and used the notion of shi
to rethink STS theory for a Euro-American case (Law and Lin 2018; Lin 2017).
We cite these instances of mistranslation to offer a ﬂavor of the very different ways
in which explicit attention to translation and mistranslation might work. For, as is
obvious, an STS that starts to mistranslate itself with CM will become an STS that
is conceptually and empirically diverse. It will look different in Euro-America and East
5 On controlled mistranslations between forms of generalizing in the “postcolonial moment” of encounters,
see Verran 2002; Jensen et al. 2011; Mohácsi and Morita 2013; Jensen 2014; and Mol 2014. This is also a
feature of “theoretical creolization” in East Asian STS (Chen 2012; Fan 2012; Fu 2013; Chen 2014).
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Asia. But it will almost certainly also look different within each of these areas. That
said, in East Asia it is likely that the STSs of mistranslation will align themselves with
“postcolonial” approaches without essentializing or oversimplifying cultural differ-
ence (Anderson 2009a, 2009b), for it will no longer be a priority to sustain the ways of
knowing, methodological forms, or realities favored in Euro-American practices. And
it will no longer be important to distinguish between STS and other ways of knowing
and being. All of these will be made into realities—they will be real-ized—in different
strategies for exploring possible East Asian mistranslations of STS. And the practices
of CM that we have touched on above are just illustrations: there aremany possibilities.
Mistranslation. As with localizing and translation, there is no one-world world in mis-
translation. Instead there is (mis)translation between difference, together with a focus on
making the character of particular mistranslations explicit and exploring their relative
merits. The possible implication is that knowledge boundaries blur as they hybridize with
their objects of study, so transforming themselves in ways that cannot be predicted. An
STS of mistranslation is therefore an STS that might begin to dissolve itself, but how it did
so would depend on the context-speciﬁc strategies and the realities that it encountered.
Thus, the uses ofCMasmethod that we have touched on above are simply illustrative, and
there are many alternative possible methods for mistranslating. At the same time, given
what we know of these STS/CM methodologies, it seems likely that STS mistranslations
relevant to East Asian practices might often reﬂect and enact nonbinary, experiential, and
propensity-inﬂected ways of knowing. It also seems probable that they would often reveal
a distinct and sophisticated postcolonial understanding of the world.
8 Conclusion
Over several decades East Asian STS scholars have used a range of STS resources to
ask whether or how East Asian technoscience is, or should be, distinctive. They have
also reﬂexively debated the appropriate character of East Asian STS in analogous
terms. Though most empirical case studies are complex and there are many other
ways of understanding them, in this article we have mapped a series of approaches
to these questions by identifying what we take to be the operation of six spatially
related strategies within those case studies. Our double question thus has been: How do
scholars imagine the location of East Asian technoscience? And then, reﬂexively,How
do they imagine the location of STS itself ?
We have argued that at least three and perhaps four of these forms of STS expla-
nation work on the assumption that technoscience and STS are located within a one-
world world, or a single world space-time reality (Law 2015). As we have seen, the ﬁrst
strategy, diffusion, explores the global spread of technoscience, identiﬁes leaders and
laggards, and worries about underdevelopment. An STS in diffusion mode is an STS
that looks for ways in which East Asian laggards might catch up with the center. The
second, distortion, similarly imagines a one-world world but explores how technos-
cience outsources its human, economic, and environmental costs to the periphery while
imposing hegemonic forms of knowledge that conceal this exploitation by claiming
universality. Here the task for East Asian STS is to articulate those costs and create
alternative and better ways of knowing locally speciﬁc forms of exploitation. The third
strategy, circulation, again assumes a one-world world, and describes the long-distance
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divisions of labor of technoscience. Applied reﬂexively to STS, this is an approach that
stresses the signiﬁcance of developing specialist forms of East Asian STS. It also
undoes the idea that there are centers and peripheries, working instead in terms of
complementarities. The fourth spatial strategy, localizing, assumes that the natural
world is a unity, but suggests that there are irreducible social and cultural differences
within that world. The implication is that technoscience and STS are both place-bound,
and that what counts as valid knowledge in one cultural location cannot be satisfac-
torily moved elsewhere. The inference for STS is that its forms will be irreducibly
culture-speciﬁc, need to be developed contextually in their different ways, and may
have relatively little validity or relevance beyond the locales in which they have been
created.
These, then, are four strategies that assume a one-world world. To characterize the
other two strategies, translation and mistranslation, it is helpful to draw on the notion
of performativity. Originating in Euro-American philosophy, this suggests that words,
actions, and practices may perform corresponding realities into being.6 This is a claim
that has crucial implications for our argument because it also suggests that different
practices enact not simply different social but also different material and spatial real-
ities. The reason for this is that if practices differ, then rather than aligning to generate a
one-world world, reality becomes a complex, multiple, and overlapping set of partially
connected and spatially complex worlds: reality in the singular becomes realities in the
plural.7 And it is here that we ﬁnd the strategies of translation and mistranslation.
Translation, as we suggested above, is about incorporating by ignoring or misun-
derstanding difference. It is performative because it works to build a reality together
with the representations, the subjectivities, the objects, the times, and the places that
go with that reality. And it does this by squeezing the other realities that it seeks to
incorporate. Applied reﬂexively to STS it asks what is being real-ized, made real, or
alternatively excluded, in particular STS practices, and how this is being done. These
questions about translation have matching questions in the last strategy, that of mis-
translation. As a focus, this is less imperial. Rather than absorbing differences, it is
more concerned with highlighting these. Here the guiding question is to what extent
and how STS should allow itself to be mistranslated and so absorbed into the realities
and methods that it encounters—for instance those of CM. The issue is not domination
but how best it might mistranslate itself.
As is obvious, diffusion and distortion resonate with the historical context of East
Asia. But the same is true for the grand divisions of labor explored in circulation, while
localization, translation, and mistranslation also insist in different ways on the signif-
icance of East Asian difference. But, as we have just implied, there is also a divide
between these different strategies that runs along the fault line of ontological perform-
ativity. This is because translation and mistranslation assume that realities and their
spatial frames are enacted into being. In the other strategies, realities and their one-
world spatial frames are natural, given, and immutable, but for performativity these
become the effects or consequences of practices. Here a one-world world is something
that is enacted into being, and might in principle be eroded if its practices were to
6 See Hacking 1992; Mol 2002; and Law 2004.
7 For similar arguments, see Blaser 2009 and de la Cadena 2010.
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change. This opens novel analytical and political possibilities. In particular, it suggests
the possibility of alternative practical and spatial arrangements for technoscience in
East Asia.
But attention to spatial performativity also points to a methodological shift for STS.
The latter begins to move from a focus on where East Asia, or East Asias, is/are to how
its/their locations(s) is/are being done in practice. This suggests the signiﬁcance of
attending to the range of strategies available for locating—or relocating—East Asia.
Or, to put it differently, it suggests that we might attend not only to the richness of
empirical case studies, but also to the kinds of methods available in our different
strategies for handling difference. Thus, and in addition to its attention to regional
empirical and historical speciﬁcities and differences, East Asia STS might also col-
laborate with other forms of STS to explore alternative—and sometimes radically
different—methodological approaches. The object would be to enrich debate within
East Asian STS as it enacts its distinctiveness and its place in the world.
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